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Philosophical anarchist to speak at WSC

If you had a chance, would you regularly attend a prof's class that had 30 enrolled students but had another 100 coming in just to listen?

Dr. Milton Friedman, the distinguished University of Chicago economist and public affairs expert, attracts that attention; and the WSC Concretes and Lectures Series will bring him to Winona at 8:15 p.m. Friday, May 8, in Somsen Auditorium.

Now just what has Friedman got going that would generate that kind of response? He lines out his basic philosophy simply and directly: "Personal freedom is the supreme good." Therefore, at one time or another he has advocated...

Play to expose "sick society"

"America Hurrah" by Jean-Claude Van Bullie will be the first presentation of the Minnesota Ensemble Theatre at Winona State. The play is scheduled for Area West in Kryzako Commons on Tuesday, May 5 at 8:15 in the evening. I.D. cards will not be needed, and the performance is open to the public without charge.

"America Hurrah" is a satire on the depersonalization and mecha usteda of American life as it is a trilogy of three short one-act plays called "Interlude," "IV," and "Motel." Director Joseph T. Walsh says of the play: "If the premise is accepted that we are, as a society, in a death agony — that we are a sick society — then it may be a little bit easier for you and me to laugh at ourselves. The En

Allowing the Federal Reserve banking system for its misuse of money policy as so much bureaucratic interference that leads to inflation and unemployment.

A negative income tax as the answer to the growing welfare panes.

Voucher systems so kids could choose private or public schools.

Ending the draft and creating a professional army of highly paid soldiers.

Improving medical practice quality by destroying the AMA's monopoly.

Adoption of an "Effluent Tax" to expose "sick society" and make the world a cleaner place.

His influence is changing public and economic policy in the U.S. He is unofficial adviser to the Nixon Administration. His recommendations are being put to work by Chairman Burns of the Federal Reserve and McCracken of the president's economic advisors council.

The New York Times flatly predicts that when the next Nobel Prize is awarded in economics, Milton Friedman is at even money to win it for his classic Capitalism and Freedom, and for several other refinements on the theory of money supply, and statistical contributions.

He writes a regularly published column for Newsweek and has lectured in the U.S., England, India, and Japan.

SMC study abroad program open to WSC students

Winona State College students will be eligible to participate in Vila, a program of studying abroad, through the auspices of St. Mary's College. To be eligible for the program a student cannot have completed more than 90 credit hours and must have a GPA of better than 2.3.

Offers are listed below:

Saint Mary's College, along with six other colleges, has accepted that of the participating colleges will teach courses in the performing arts, the humanities, and social studies. For the students who wish to develop some language proficiency in French or German, native teachers will be procured. Precision in the foreign language, however, will not be a requirement for a Vila semester. The program will include opportunities to travel to historic and cultural centers to increase the significance of the particular subjects under study.

Luxembourg is a small roughly 40 miles by 25 miles country centered in Western Europe and will offer opportunities to visit many countries including France, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.

The SMC faculty member to teach in Luxembourg for the first semester of the 1970-1971 will be Brother Francis Walsh, former dean of students at SMC, who is currently completing his doctoral work in political science at St. Louis, Missouri.

Other colleges participating in the program are Saint Leo's College for Men in Florida; Mary Baldwin College; and Otterbein College.

(Continued on Page 3)

Ryan gets award

Michael J. Ryan, a senior in business administration at Winona State College, has been selected by vote of the department faculty to receive the annual student Achievement Award created by the WALL STREET JOURNAL.

Originated in 1948 by the Educational Service Bureau of Dow Jones & Company, Inc., the award honors college students showing exceptional scholastic achievement. It consists of a one-year complimentary subscription to the nationally recognized daily business newspaper, in addition to an individual award and a permanent plaque for the participating college.

Mr. Ryan's home is in Burnsville, Minn.

Also nominated for the award were Barry Ferguson, Eugene Kiddy, and Mark Wilke.
Happiness found in land of Oz

Do you believe in the land of Oz? A place where troubles melt like lemon drops in your fun place to be, and you can go there if you join Dorothy and her friends, The Tin Man, Cowardly Lion, Scarecrow, and Toto on their journey down the yellow-brick road to see the wizard, catch up with the merry, coveting folk of Munchkinland on your way to the dazzling splendor of Emerald City.

You may have magical slippers, be someone from before, but there's danger lurking around every corner; deadly poppies that will try to pull you aside, nasty cats that claw and hiss at you, and even wicked witches that cast evil spells.

Wizard's wrinkled speech and drama, Vivian Fusillo, brings to all children, young and old, skiny and miny, the pizazz of Oz and the three-act fun of kalandescope color, acclimating sound, and magical moments.

"Happiness is the best thing in the world," says the Tinman, and you'll find it at the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.

I would like to paraphrase L. J. Zillow, the journalist turned soldier, and extend a bouquet of Bolling Pots to campus visitors. May you stash your refuse in them.

The WENONAH PLAYERS

SUNDAY WORSHIP

Kryzsko Commons

7 P.M. - Catholic Folk Mass
8 P.M. - Contemporary Protestant Worship
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Why Is Black Beautiful?

by The Black Student Union

Due to a misstep in arrange-
ments, the BHU was unable to participate in the Fairfax Day at the Bicentennial on April 21. A new date will be set and will be in next week's columns. We would like to apolo-
gize to anyone who was disappointed in our absence and we hope we will be able to attend at the next date. When you do attend try to keep in mind that the Bicentennial is a great chance to show the world your viewings of our race. We hope you will be able to attend at the next date. When you do attend try to keep in mind that the Bicentennial is a great chance to show the world your views of our race. We hope you will be able to attend at the next date.

The request for freedom of all black men held in the federal, state, and county jails is made because of a basic right denied these people that is guaranteed in the 6th Amendment to the Constitution. That is the accus-
tor's right to speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall be committed." It is our belief that this right has been followed in the cases of these people. We especially feel that the black people who convic-
ted these men in a very large number of cases have not been impartial. Therefore we feel that these men should be released at all costs least we can be argued. This means that justice for all individ-
uals; justice for those who have been treated unfairly in the past.

If you have heard of a land where troubles melt like lemon drops, enjoy the fun place to be, and you can go there if you join Dorothy and her friends, The Tin Man, Cowardly Lion, Scarecrow, and Toto on their journey down the yellow-brick road to see the wizard, catch up with the merry, coveting folk of Munchkinland on your way to the dazzling splendor of Emerald City.

If you have magical slippers, be someone from before, but there's danger lurking around every corner; deadly poppies that will try to pull you aside, nasty cats that claw and hiss at you, and even wicked witches that cast evil spells.

Wizard's wrinkled speech and drama, Vivian Fusillo, brings to all children, young and old, skinny and miny, the pizazz of Oz and the three-act fun of kaleidoscope color, acclimating sound, and magical moments.

"Happiness is the best thing in the world," says the Tinman, and you'll find it at the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.

We would like to comment on a letter to the editor from John John at the Crystal Lake, Minn., on April 27. We do not believe in the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.
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We would like to comment on a letter to the editor from John John at the Crystal Lake, Minn., on April 27. We do not believe in the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.

We would like to comment on a letter to the editor from John John at the Crystal Lake, Minn., on April 27. We do not believe in the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.

We would like to comment on a letter to the editor from John John at the Crystal Lake, Minn., on April 27. We do not believe in the "Wizard of Oz." It is a reunion of the Winona State College campers that were giants and 25 cents for all "little people." WSC students and community members who pointed out the fact that some of their fellow students were ridiculously gay.
Last Saturday was "Public Service Weekend," during which members of Tau Kappa Epsilon, across the United States and Canada. "Tekes" at over 350 different colleges and universities donated time and manpower in service to their communities or campus.

The Tekke colony at Winona State College has also remained orga-

nized to the national effort. Through combined efforts with the Campus Recreation Committee, this one-three-clumped birch and juniper, which were planted at the corner of King and Huff Streets, in front of the Music-Speech Building, Valley Nursery graciously provided the trees.

SMC Study abroad program
(Continued from Page 1)

The campus library is open 12 noon till 9 p.m. through the break, to which flags could be added as required, I suggest that they be high enough above the ground to prevent malfunction.

An appropriate place would be the imposing, high, curving, brick and stone structure of the Music-Speech Building. It would be easy to bore holes at a slight slant in the brick, or to affix sockets for the flag poles, at a height of about twenty feet above the floor. At eye level, directly under each flag, a small wooden plaque with an engraved metal plate might indicate the nation represented. One or more spotlights could be directed at the flags.

The entire imposing display area might well be called the Court of Flags. Lyman Judson

TO THE EDITOR:
Aram, among our alumni, faculty, and students are nationals of several foreign countries. As symbols of an international spirit of brotherhood, I suggest that the college obtain a flag of the country of any foreign citizen who comes to our campus as a student or faculty member. This could be made retroactive to include alumni. I suggest that all such flags, together with the flag of the United States of America, be displayed in an appropriate manner.

The flags might be gifts of the foreign citizen, or of their embassies, or might be purchased with money contributed by some campus organization. It might be best if the flags were more or less uniform in their dimensions — perhaps, 4' x 6' — and were displayed from flag poles of uniform diameter, length, and ornamentation.

To provide a permanent display, to which flags could be added as required, I suggest that they be high enough above the ground to prevent malfunction.

An appropriate place would be the imposing, high, curving, brick and stone structure of the Music-Speech Building. It would be easy to bore holes at a slight slant in the brick, or to affix sockets for the flag poles, at a height of about twenty feet above the floor. At eye level, directly under each flag, a small wooden plaque with an engraved metal plate might indicate the nation represented. One or more spotlights could be directed at the flags.

The entire imposing display area might well be called the Court of Flags. Lyman Judson

TO THE EDITOR:
I have just returned a paid parking violation ticket to the Winona Police Department. My desire is not to argue the issue of ticketing automobiles around the congested Winona State College area, the police have a legal obligation to do this. I would like to strongly question the emphasis they put on this duty in relation to the seemingly more pertinent task of checking and arresting drunk transport drivers who insist on using deafening and illegal exhaust systems.

Many people dealing with and concerned about transportation today make the accusation that local police as well as state high- way patrols practice a "GO 80"! attitude toward truckers. Until much evidence to the contrary comes to the public's attention, this is what I am forced to believe.

Jay Youmans
Student
Winona State College

TO THE EDITOR:
Among our alumni, faculty, and students are nationals of several foreign countries. As symbols of an international spirit of brotherhood, I suggest that the college obtain a flag of the country of any foreign citizen who comes to our campus as a student or faculty member. This could be made retroactive to include alumni. I suggest that all such flags, together with the flag of the United States of America, be displayed in an appropriate manner.

The flags might be gifts of the foreign citizen, or of their embassies, or might be purchased with money contributed by some campus organization. It might be best if the flags were more or less uniform in their dimensions — perhaps, 4' x 6' — and were displayed from flag poles of uniform diameter, length, and ornamentation.

To provide a permanent display, to which flags could be added as required, I suggest that they be high enough above the ground to prevent malfunction.

An appropriate place would be the imposing, high, curving, brick and stone structure of the Music-Speech Building. It would be easy to bore holes at a slight slant in the brick, or to affix sockets for the flag poles, at a height of about twenty feet above the floor. At eye level, directly under each flag, a small wooden plaque with an engraved metal plate might indicate the nation represented. One or more spotlights could be directed at the flags.

The entire imposing display area might well be called the Court of Flags. Lyman Judson

TO THE EDITOR:
I have just returned a paid
Dr. Hoyt appointed new graduate dean

Dr. Daniel B. Hoyt, a native of Pierre, S.D., has been appointed dean of graduate studies at Winona State College, it has been announced by Dr. Robert A. DuFrene, president.

Dr. Hoyt, new assistant dean, graduate studies, will assume his new position July 1 when Dr. Frank Van Alstine retires.

A graduate of Pierre Public Schools, he has a bachelor of arts degree from Dakota Wesleyan University and a master of arts and doctor of philosophy degree from the University of Iowa.

His major field is history. He began his teaching career at high schools at Kadoka and Pierre, S.D., and Logan in Crooks, Wisconsin. During World War II he made the D-Day landing in Europe with the 1st Armored Division of graduate studies. He has traveled in all 50 states, in Canada, and has spent a year in Europe with the United States Army and assisted in setting up the first displaced persons center in Normandy.

Dr. Hoyt has been a member of the Winona State faculty since 1951, except for being on leave from 1954 to 1956. He has been successively principal of Phelps Laboratory School, on the history faculty, chairman of the social science division and assistant dean of graduate studies. He has traveled in all 50 states, in Canada, Mexico, western South America, and in western and central Europe. He and his wife and two children live at 801 Edgewood Rd. in Winona, where he is a member of the vestry of St. Paul's Episcopal Church.

Dr. Hoyt is the son of Mrs. Emma Hoyt, Riverside Manor, Pierre.

Dr. Hoyt from 1956 to 1958.

**WIEPpers win**

The women's extramural softball team played its first game of the season on Saturday, April 20. The WIEP girls host Gustavus Adolphus College. The final score of the game was Winona 16, Gustavus 12.

Their next game is this Saturday with St. Cloud State. The game will be played in Winona.

Co-sec volleyball standings as of April 22 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tie</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Twin</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Twin</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Twin</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Demand exceeds supply; student loans to decline**

OUPP — Washington — The report estimated that more than 95 per cent of the demand for loans had been met through this year, and it is conceded that it had been difficult to find persons who were refused loans.

Lenders and students who were surveyed said the major reason loans were refused was a lack of an account relationship between a student or his parents and the lending institution. Although relatively few students listed sex or race as a reason for being refused loans, the report said, "the proportion of females and non-whites who were not receiving loans was significantly higher than could be explained by chance occurrences.

Only 43 per cent of the students sampled were women, the report said, but they accounted for 61 per cent of those who failed to get loans. Non-whites accounted for 11.7 per cent of the sample and for 36.4 per cent of the failures to get loans.

**Photos to be redone**

Because of a malfunctioning camera, it is necessary for those students whose film number is between 10800 and 11044 to have their pictures retaken. The film number is in the small box at the bottom of the temporary ID. Also students whose I.D.'s are damaged may have their pictures retaken at no charge. This service will be conducted until May 1 in Room 135 from 8-12 and 1-5.

**ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVE STUDENT TEACHERS**

Join the “ACTION TEAM”

The Student-MFT

**No Price**

**No Tax**

**No Delivery Charge**

**In the Winona Superstore**

**$2.50 Membership Fee Will Give You:**

- Membership in Minnesota's only classroom teacher organization and in the American Federation of Teachers
- $100,000 liability insurance with Lloyd's of London
- MFT ACTION — monthly newspaper
- MINNESOTA TEACHER — Quarterly journal of teacher meetings
- AMERICAN TEACHER — monthly AFT newspaper
- CHANGING EDUCATION — AFT journal of opinion
- Information on Legislative happenings concerning teachers
- Free attendance at MFT conferences, seminars, and meetings
- Membership in an organization committed to adequate teacher salaries, collective bargaining, maximum class size of 30, total teacher integration, integration of aids that will improve our schools, communities, states, and nation through better teaching.

**Contact:** Fred Swenson
Room 226 Gildeheme
tMailbox 49 Gildeheme

**LET'S MAKE IT STEVES**

Opposite Westgate

**SofSpra Car Wash**

$25.00

**Scarborough Hair**

Lower Level — 3rd and Main

**McDonald’s**

For That

**GROOVY**

**Big Mac**

49c

**Open Year-Round on Highway 41 — 3 Blocks West of Junction 14**

Here’s your chance to match your body with our suits. Choose any top and match with ANY co-ordinating bottom.

**10% Discount On Your Film Developing**

Return this advertisement with your photo finishing order to Buck’s Camera Shop for the finest service and the lowest cost.

One-day service on Black and White, two-day service on Color Film.

**Buck’s Camera Shop**

Next to the 1st National Bank on Main St.

**Phil Alpha meets**

Phi Alpha Theta will hold a meeting in Dining Room 8 of the College Union May 7, at 7:30, according to the president of the organization, Steve Johnson. The fraternity, which is advised by Dr. Arthur Hensky and is the honorary history organization on campus, is recruiting new members.

**Apply for brain trophy**

Each campus organization, with the exception of honor societies, wishing to be considered for the Lance Trophy for 1979-80 must apply by June 1, 1979, by submitting a list of their numbers for 1979-80 to the Academic Affairs Office, Room 220. The Grade Point Average (cumulative) for those applying will be calculated for the spring, summer, and fall terms, and the organization with the highest cumulative G.P.A. will have the name of that organization engraved on the trophy and will have the trophy in their possession for that year.

The campus organization winning the trophy for the 1979-80 academic year is Delta Zeta Sorority. Congratulations to those who competed for their fine academic accomplishments.

The Student-MFT